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High-Resolution Frequency-Wavenumber
Spectrum Analysis
Abstract-The output of an array bfoensors is considered t o be a
homogeneous random field. Inthis case there is a spectralrepresentation for this field, similar to that for stationary random processes,
which consistsof a superposition of travelingwaves. The frequencywavenumber power spectral density provides the mean-square value
for the amplitudes of these waves and is of considerable importance
i n the analysis of propagating waves by means of an array of sensors.
The conventional
method
of
frequency-wavenumber
power
spectral density estimation uses a fixed wavenumber window and its
resolution is determinedesserrtially by&
beam pattern of the array
of sensors. Ahigh-resolutionmethod-ofestimationisintroduced
which employs a wavenumber windoar whose shape changes and is a
function of the wavenumber at which an estimate is obtained. It is
shown that the
wavenumber resolution of this method
is considerably
better than that of the conventional
method.
Application of these results is given t o seismic data obtained from
the large apenure seismic array located in eastern Montana. In addition, the application of the high-resolution method
t o other areas,
such as radar, sonar, and radio astronomy, is indicated.

INTRODUCTION

T

will be given subsequently. However, the main purpose of
the present work is to discuss the measurement, or estimation, of the frequency-wavenumberspectrum.Previous
methods of estimation were based on the use, at a given
frequency, of a fixed wavenumber window. These conventional methods were limited to a wavenumber resolution
which was determined primarily by the natural beam pattern of the array, as will be shown subsequently.
A high-resolution estimation method will be introduced
which is based on the use of a wavenumber window which
is not fixed, but is variable at each wavenumberconsidered.
As a consequence, itwillbe shown that the wavenumber
resolution achievable by this method is considerably greater
than that of the conventional method and is limited primarily by signal-to-noise ratio considerations. The highresolution method will be illustrated by examples obtained
using LASA data consisting of long-period noise, longperiodRayleigh surface wave events, andshort-period
noise. Applications of the high-resolution method to other
areas, such as radio astronomy, will also be indicated.

HE USE of an array of sensors for determining the
properties of propagating wavesisof
considerable
importance in many areas. -As an example,such
phased arrays find application in radar, where an array of
receiving antennas isused to determine the spatial coorAND PROPERTIES OF THE
DEFINITION
FREQUENCY-WAVENUMBER SPECTRUM
dinates of radar targets. In seismic applications, the large
apertureseis&array(LASA)
[l ] located in eastern
We assume that the output of a sensor located at the
Montana, is u d t w i e t e r m i n e the vector velocity of propvector position x j is a wide-sense stationary discrete-time
agating seismic waves. In addition, LASA provides seismic
parameter random process withzero mean, ( N j m } ,m=O,
data for facilitating the discrimination between earthquakes
-t 1, k 2, . *. . The covariance matrix of the noise is given by
and underground nuclear explosions.
The present work will be concerned with the use of an
pjAm - n)1= E{NjmNZ},
(1)
array of sensors to determine the vector velocity of propagating waves. In particular, the heavy emphasis will be on
where E denotes expectation. The cross-powerspectral denthe seismic application basedon seismic dataobtained
sity is
from LASA.
It is well known that a stationary randomprocess can be
X
characterized by means of a spectral density function [ 2 ] .
&(I.) =
pjl(m)Eim',
(2)
m = -.a
Roughly speaking, this function provides the information
concerning the power as a function of frequencyfor the and
stationaryrandom process. Ina similar manner, propadi
gating waves, or a homogeneous randomfield, can be charpjr(m) =
fjl(I.)E-im'
l n
211
(3)
acterizdby a frequency-wavenumberspectral density function. Loosely speaking, this function provides the info-.. where i = 2 x f T is the normalized frequency, f is the fretion concerning the power as a function of frequency an&..
quency in hertz and T is the sampling period of the data
the vector velocities of the propagating waves. The definiin seconds.
tion and properties of the frequency-wavenumber spectrum
If the sensor output fieldis space stationary, then for
fixed i,&(E.) depends only on the vector difference x j - x l .
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convenient to introduceacross-power
spectral density
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f ( i , r ) and cross-covariance p(m, r ) as

- i o ) exp [i(k - k,). r]drJr,

(27t)-'P(;., k)= f:zf:z6(i

f ( & r) = fil(4,

(4)

d m , r ) = pjt(m),

(5)

whenever x j - x I= r.
Following Yaglom, [2, pp. 81-84], any homogeneous
random field has a spectral representation

Njm =

1409

/IRj:zj:z&-i(mi+k'x.

l)Z(d;.. d k )

=

6(i -

j.0,

k - ko)

which is a delta function located at the frequencyi., =2nfoT
and wavenumber k,. It should now be apparent how P ( i , k )
provides the informationconcerning the speed and azimuth,
or vector velocity, of propagating waves.

(6)
CONVENTIONAL METHOD
FOR ESTIMATING
FREQUENCY-WAVENUMBERSPECTRUM

where k is the vector wavenumber. We have that Z(A& Ak)
is a random function of the frequency interval A2 and the
We now assume that K sensors are to be used to estimate
elemental wavenumber area, or interval Ak, with the follow- the frequency-wavenumber spectrum P ( i , k ) . Such an estiing properties :
mate is usually based on an estimate for the cross-power
For simplicity,only the directsegspectral density fj,(i.).
1) E(Z(Ai., Ak))=0, for all A i , Ak ;
ment, or blockaveraging, method of estimation willbe
2 ) Z(Ai.,Alk+A2k)=Z(Ai,Alk)+Z(fi.,Azk),ifAlkand
considered for estimating &,(E,). It has been shown [3] that
A2k are disjoint intervals, and Z(A,;.+A2i.,Ak)
this method is very desirable from the point of view of com= Z ( A l i , A k ) + Z ( A 2 L , A kif) AI;. and A2j. are disjoint
putational efficiency. There is also no essential loss of generintervals ;
ality in considering a specific estimation method for j&).
3) E{Z(AIE., Alk)Z*(A2j., A2k)}=0,if A,k and A,k are
In the direct segment method the number of data points L
disjoint intervals, or if A,;. and A,;. are disjoint inin each channel is divided into M nonoverlapping blocks of
tervals ;
N data points, L = M N . The Fourier transform of the data
4) E{JZ(Ai., Ak)12)
= P ( i , k ) ( A i / 2 nAk,Ak,,
)
in the nth segment, jth channel, and normalized frequency
where P ( i , k ) is the frequency-wavenumber power spectral i.,is
density function and 2nk,,2nk,. are the x, 4' components,
M
. .
respectively, of the vector k in radians per kilometer. It S,,,(E.) = ( N ) - 1 . 2 a m N j , , + ~ n - l ~ N ~ j' m=' ~1, . . . , K (10)
m=l
should be noted that Z(Aj., Ak)is a random function with
n = I;..,M.
uncorrelated increments, where the increments canbe
taken either infrequency i, or invector wavenumber k. The a, are weights whichare used to control the shape of the
The cross-covariance and cross-power spectral density can frequency windowused
Again,for
in estimating fjl(i).
be written as
simplicity, we assume a, = 1, m = 1, . . . ,N . As an estimate for
f,,(i)we take
J-RJ-zJ-I

ill

l M
s~,,(;~)s:(>.),
j, I = I, . . , K .
M ,,= 1

&E.)= It is possible to write the frequency-wavenumber spectrum
as
I

P ( i ,k ) =

1%

p(m, r ) & i ( m A +dr,dr,
k'r)

'

(11)

We will assume hereafter that a normalization is performed
by dividing & ( i ) by [&(j.)lI(j.)]1/2,
in order to remove the
effects of improper sensor equalization. We can, without
any loss of generality, ignore this step in the ensuing analysis.
As an estimate for PO.,k ) we take
r

K

J-zJ-mJ-z

IWN(X -

;.)I2

dx
- dk,dk,
271

(131
~,
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The motivation for this procedure can be given by writing
(18) as

where ~ W , ( X ) (is’ the Bartlett window

K

1 Aj*(/,,k)A,(I., k)A,(I.)exp [ik . ( x j - x / ) ]

P‘(E,, k ) =

j,l= 1

and lB(k)I’ is the beamforming array response pattern

l K

B(k) = -

K

1

1

M

(15)

‘=j.

M I K

A;(& k)S,(I.) exp [ik
n=l

where

j=1

Thus, E{P(I., k,)) is obtained by means of a frequencyHence,. P
wavenumber window IW,(x-R)I2.IB(k-k,)l’.
willbe
an.asymptotmdlyunbiased
estimate for cP if
I WN(x- 1).B ( k - kO)l’ approaches a delta function in .such
a way that
and {qij(J., k ) } is the inverse of the matrix (exp [ik . ( x j
-xl)]$,(I.)}. Thus, P‘(;., k,) is the power output of an array
processor, known as amaximum-likelihood filter,whose
Using the results of [3] we can compute the variance of P design is determined by the sensor data and is different for
as, assuming { P I j , } is a multidimensional Gaussianprocess, each wavenumber k,, which passes undistorted any monochromatic plane wave traveling at a velocity corresponding
1
to the wavenumber ko and suppresses in an optimum leastV A R { P ( i , k , )=}
{E[P(A,ko)]}2
M
squares sense the power of those waves traveling at velocities
corresponding to wavenumbers other than k,, cf.[3, (122)
and (123)l. It should be noted that the amount of computation required to obtain P’ is almost the same as that to get
P(x, k)B*(k- k,)B(k + E,)
p, since only an additional Hermitian matrix inversion is
dx
required.
I W,(X - A)/’dk,dk,
We now wish to compute the mean and v a r i d P ’ .
2n
In order to dothis we assume thatM , N are large enough so
Thus,
that as an approximation we may replace &(Eb) by &(A)
in the definition for Aj(,i, k ) in (20). This then implies that
1
V A R {P(A,k,)} 2 - {E[p(Eb, ko)]}2, lkol # 0
the
weights A,()., k ) are not random and can be replaced by
M
(16) their expectedvalues. This is a simplifying assumption,
L
which is not actually valid, since these weights are designed
= - {E[P(;., k,)])’,
lkol = 0.
M
from the data. However, it does appear to be a reasonable
Since the variance of P approaches zero as M approaches approximation. Usingthis assumption we have
infinity, it followsthat P is a consistent estimate for cP.
E { P ’ ( i ,k,)) =
J:mp(x, k)l W N ( x - j-1
Wefollow Blackman n d Tukey [4] andassume that
P(I., k,) is a multiple of a chi-square variable so that to
(211
establish confidence intervals the chi-square distribution
can be used withthe number of degrees of freedom k given by

j:zjIm

k = 2{E[P(E., k,)])’/VAR [&, k,)]

where

2” lkol #

(17)

0
= M , lkol = 0,
=

METHODFOR ESTIMATING
HIGH-RESOLUTION
FREQUENCY-WAVENUMBER
SPECTRUM
The high-resolution estimate for P(2, k ) is defined as

C‘

A,@, k,) exp [ i ( k - k,) . x i ] .

(22)

j= 1

if M = 36, k = 72, and the 90 percent confidence limits are
approximately _+ 1.2 dB,and if lk,l ZO.When lkol =0, these
limits are approximately 1.6dB.

P’(1,k ) =

K

B’(j-,k, ko) =

It should be noted that the functional form, or shape, of B’
changes as a function of the wavenumber k,. Thus,
E(P‘(1, k,)} is obtained by means of a frequency-wavenumber.window IWN(x-j.).B’(j., k, k,)(’. Hence, P‘ will be
an asymptotically unbiased estimate for cP if IW,(x- 2 )
* B’(Iv,k, k,)/’
approaches a 3-dimensional delta function
in such a way that

g j l ( i )exp [ik . ( x j - x l ) ]

(18)
where c is some positive number.
where {gjl(I.)}
is the inverse of the spectral matrix {&I.)}.
,I = 1

]-I
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The variance of P’ is, assuming ( N j m }is a multidimen- matrix whose j lth element is exp [ - i k , . x j ] . Now we
sional Gaussian process,
have the following matrix inversion formula
1
VAR {P’().,ko))= - ( E [ P ’ ( i , k o ) ] } 2 M

+

. P ( x ,k)B’*(i, k,ko)B’().,k, - k,)
. I @$(X

-

;.)I2

dx
-

2n

(24)

so that using (18) we have

dk,dk,.

P’(j.0, k ) = -

1
/ E [ P ’ ( i ,ko)]}’,
M

lkol # 0

L
-- _
(E[P’(E.,k,)])’,

lkol = 0.

VAR {P’(i.,ko)} z

+

R
1 - R (R/K)
K 1-R
2(R/K) - f‘(E.,,

Thus,
-

+

k)

.

(32)

If k = k,, then
(25)

f‘(E.,, k,)

k,)

=

=

1- R

.21

+ -.RK

(33)

In the vicinity of k = k , we consider that power contour, or
those values of k, for which &20, k ) = 1 - R, which is still
very close to the peak value of 1 - R +(R/K),since R is
small, between zero and unity, and K is large, usually about
20. For these values of k we get P‘(io, k)=gl-R + R / K ) ,
so that P‘ is already 3 dB down from its peak valueof
1 - R + R/K. Hence, the wavenumber resolution using P’
will be much higher than that obtained with f‘.
Wenow assume that there are two independent and
1, . . . , K (26) random plane waves propagating across the array of sensors, plus incoherent noise, so that the spectral matrix is

The confidence limits for P‘ can be obtained in a manner
similar to that for ii described previously.
Itwillnow be shown that the wavenumber resolution
using P’ is higher than that obtained by using P. We assume
that a single plane wave is propagating across the array of
sensors and that a noise component is present in each sensor
which is incoherent between any pair of sensors. If M , N are
large, then the spectral matrix is given by
= 6 , ( R )exp [ - ik, . ( x j - x , ) ] , j , 1 =

+&(E.,)
where

=

R is the ratio of the incoherent noisepower to the total
power of the sensor output, k , = 2nf,a, fb is the frequency,
E., = 2nf,T, T is the sampling period, - a is the slowness
vector which points in the direction of propagation and has
magnitude 1 x 1 = l k , c’ is the phase velocity of the propagating
wave. Hence, using(12)we have
R
K

P(Ebo,k ) = (1 - R)lB(Ako)12+ -

dqi

+ 4;q2 + RI

(34)

where 41, 4 2 are 1 x K row matrices whose 1 jth elements
are, respectively, b , exp [ik, . x j ] and b, exp [ik, . x j ] , and
b: + b: + R = 1. We now have
2

&io,
k) =
bjlB(Akj)I2+
j= 1

R

(35)

-3

K

(28)

where
If we denote the matrixgiven in (26)by F , then

[P’(i,, k ) ] - ’ = [P;(;.,,k)]-’

F

=

[

(1 - R ) q’q

-

y:(

+1-R
~

Using this formula, as well as that given in (31)we obtain

where Akj, = k j - k , and
I].

where I is the K x K identity matrix, q is a 1 x K row matrix
whose 1jth element is exp [ik, . x j ] and q‘ is a K x 1 column

R
P;(E.,, k ) = K

b;

bj

+

+ KR

-

2R
- - f‘j(i.0, k )
K

j = 1,2, (38)
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fjj(Ao, k ) =. b;1B(Akj)l2 +

R
K

- 9

j = 1,2.

(39)

Thus -P;. is the high-resolution frequency-wavenumberspectrum obtained when only the jth propagating wave, plus
incoherent noise, is present. In the vicinity of k = k , we
would likeP ’ z P iHence,
.
the second termin (37) represents
an undesired error term in this region which we would like
to be as small as possible. It can easily be shown that this
error term will be small compared to 1/P; if

negative-definite matrix when the block averaging method
of spectral estimation.is used [3]. However,this is not good
enough to insure that the inverse of the spectral matrix
exists. That is, it must be shown that the spectral-matrix is
positive-definite in order that its inverse exist.
In fact, if the number of blocks M is less than the number
of sensors K , then the spectral matrix is of order K , but only
of rank M at most and is thus singular. This can be seen by
writing the spectral matrix F as

n= 1

where qn is a 1 x E; row matrix whose 1jth element is
N

In most cases R/K will be very small so that we may write
(40)as

m= 1

Thus, F is the sum of M matrices each having rank unity,
and the rank of F cannot exceed the sum of the ranks,
namely M . Hence, F has rank M at most and, if M < K ,
This inequality willbesatisfied
if either R/K is small, F must be singular. Therefore, a necessary, but notsufficient,
IB(Ak12)12is small or both of these quantities are small. It condition for F to be nonsingular is M 2 K . As a practical
should be noted that IB(Ak12)12will be small if the wave- matter, itis found that whenever M 2 K , F willbe nonnumber k , corresponding to one of the propagating waves singular, providing there is reasonable data in each block.
However, in some cases it is not possible to obtain K or
is sufficiently different from the wavenumber k 2 of the other
more
data blocks. This situation arises, for example, when
propagating wave. In this case the two propagating waves
analysis
of transient signals is desired whose time duration,
can be resolved inwavenumber by the natural beam pattern
unlike
that
of,the noise, is very short. In order to make the
of the array of sensors, lB(k)I2.However, if IB(Ak12)12is not
spectral
matrix
nonsingular a small amount of incoherent
too small, so that the natural beam pattern can-notresolve
noise
is
added.
This
is accomplished by modifying the
the two waves,it is still possible for the high-resolution
F
given
in
(44)
into
the matrix F’ given by
matrix
method to resolve the two waves if R/K is small and
IB(Ak12)12<1. Thus, we see the advantage of the highF’ = (1 - R.)F + RZ.
(45)
resolution method over the conventionalmethod of frequency-wavenumber spectrumanalysis. In a similar manner We nowshow that F‘ is positive definite, and thus nonsingular.
we may show that in the vicinity of k = k,, P’EP2 if
Consider the quadratic form Q associated with the
matrix F’
Thus, we have shown that a certain type of linearity holds,
1.e.,

j=l

I=1

2

P’(io,k ) E

1 P;.(L0,k).

(43)

j= 1

In other words, the high-resolution spectrum of the sum
of two propagating waves, plus a small amount of incoherent noise, isthe sum of the high-resolution spectra for the
individual waves, as indicated in (43). This result may be
extendedto the case of M propagating waves, but the
precise conditions for the linearity to hold become cumbersometo derive. It has been found experimentally that
linearity will hold if there is sufficient wavenumber separation between the propagating waves and if the beam pattern
lB(k)I2is reasonably good.
The high-resolution estimate is based on the inverse of the
estimated spectral matrix, cf. (18). Therefore, the problem of
whether this inverse exists is extremely important. As mentioned previously, it has been shown that {j$*)} is a non-

K

Now, if Q = O , we must have
K

(47)
j= 1

since the first term in (46) is always nonnegative. However,
(47) implies that aj=O, j = 1 , . . . , K , which proves that F’
is positive definite.
TO SEISMIC DATA
APPLICATIONS
We now wish to describe the application of the conventional and high-resolution frequency-wavenumber spectrum estimates to seismic data obtained from LASA. The
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Fig. 1. General arrangement of the large aperture seismic array.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED
IN MEASUREMENT
OF FREQUENCY-WAVENUMBER SPECTRUM
Sampling
Array
Nominal
Number
of Frequency
of SamplesResolution
per
Rate
Aperture
Number
(Hz)
(km)
Sensors=K
Block=N
(Hz)

DATA

time)

LPZ noise
100
LPZ Raylei& surface-wave event
(entire wave)
LPZ Rayleigh surface-wave event
(200
a seconds at
SP noise

21
21

1

200

1

200

1
10

200
100 36

21
25

LASA consists of 21 subarrays of 25 short-period (SP)
vertical seismometers as indicated in Fig. 1. At the center of
each subarraythere is a three-component set of long-period
(LP) seismometers oriented in the vertical ( Z ) . north-south
(NS), and east-west (EW) directions.
As mentioned previously. a direct segment. or block averaging, method of spectralestimation wasemployed. The
weights a j = 1, j = 1, . . . . N wereused,cf. (IO) so that a
Bartlett frequency window was used in the spectral estimation [4].The seismic data considered was LPZ noise, LPZ
Rayleigh surface-waveevents, and SPnoise. The parameters
used in the measurement aregiven in Table I. The results of
theconventional frequency-wavenumber spectrum measurement program are displayed, at a fixed frequency, as
vs k,, k,, where P,,, is
contours of - 10 log [ P ( i , k)/pmax]

Number of
Blocks=

Confidence
90%
Limits

Added
Amount
Incoherent

(dB)

Noise = R

0.01

36

* 1.2

0

100

0.01

36

-

0

100

0.01
0.10

2
36

-

& 1.2

0.05
0

the maximum value of P. The wavenumber coordinates are
in cycles per kilometer. The wavenumber grid on which d
is computed consists of 61 x 61 points. The level of the contours varies from 0 to 12 dB in steps of 1 dB. The display of
the high-resolution results is similar to that of the conventional results with the only exception that the contourlevels
are incremented by 2 dB. It should be noted that ifa wave is
propagating from the north with a velocity corresponding
to the wavenumber k,, then the wavenumber spectrum results will show a peak at the point k,=O, k,=lk,,1/2nn, i.e.,
the peak will appear above the origin of the wavenumber
axes.
The transfer functionof the LP system isshown in Fig. 2.
The results of both the conventional and high-resolution
LPZ
frequency-wavenumberspectrummeasurementsfor
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Fig. 2. Long-period system transfer function.

noise are shownin Figs. 3 and 4 for two different noise samples taken on 7 April 1967 and 26 January 1967,respectively. These figures show that the conventional and highresolution results are in agreement as both methods tend to
show strong peaks occurring at the same wavenumber in
each program. However, the high-resolution method delineates the frequency-wavenumber spectrum much more
clearly than the conventionalmethod, especiallyin the
suppression of the sidelobe level. This is demonstrated quite
well in Fig. 4 which shows a 360" azimuthal spread for the
wavenumber.structure with a variable power density along
this circle. This is, of course, exactly what would beexpected
since the dispersion curve of the LPZ propagating seismic
noise has been measured and found to correspond to that
of
a fundamental mode Rayleigh wave [ 5 ] . This implies that
at agiven period the phase velocity of the propagating noise
at LASA must be constant, independent of the location of
the sources of the noise, and thus its frequency-wavenumber
spectrum must consist of an arc, orarcs, whose extent corresponds to the range of the azimuths of the noise sources.
The results of Fig. 3 show the noise consists essentially
of a single wavepropagating fromthe north. In this case the
conventional result should appearessentially the same as the
beam pattern of LASA, with the peak of the beam pattern
occurring at the wavenumber corresponding to the vector
velocity of the.propagating wave. That this is indeed the
case can be seen by comparing Fig. 3 with Fig. 5 which

shows the beam pattern of LASA. It should be noted that
frequency-wavenumber spectra were computed for a theoretical model of the LPZ noise and showed excellentagreementwith the measurementsobtainedusing
the actual
LPZ seismic noisedata. We also mention that the computer
running time to produce apair of plots, such as is shown in
Fig. 3, is approximately 10 minutes using the IBM 360/67.
Another application of interest is toLPZ
Rayleigh
surface-wave events. In this case the propagating waves are
transients, in time, and the field of sensor outputs cannot be
considered as a homogeneous random field, as is the case
with propagating. seismic noise waves. Therefore, the
frequency-wavenumber spectrum must be redefined in this
case. Towards this end consider the time correlation.function
T A
pjXm) = LIMITNj,,A71,n-m.
A+oc 2An=-,4
The spectral densities fjl(A), f ( L , r ) are defined in the same
manner as previously, cf. (2), (4), respectively, and the frequency-wavenumber spectral density PO.,k) is also defined
as previously in (9). The measurement of P(i., k) is still done
by the direct segment method as indicated in (12) and (18).
This represents an approximation which produces reasonable results. The frequency-wavenumber spectrum was measured for
the-21 November1966 Kurile Islands event whose param-
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The beam pattern for the large aperture seismic array.
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TABLE I1

CONVENTlONAt

HIGH RESOLUTION

N

N

1969

1966 KURILEISLANDS EVENT
PAR.4hIETER.SFOR 21 NOVEMBER
Date :
Region :
Origin time:
Latitude:
Longtude:
Distance:
Azimuth:
Depth:
Body-Wave Magpitude:

21 November 1966
Kurile Islands
12:19:27
46.7 N
152.5 E
64.3'
312'
40 km
6.0

E

W

E

0
S

5

WAVENUMBER (cyclerlhml

WAVENUMBER Icyckrlkm)

FREQUENCY = 0.03 Hz
(PI

2 1 NOV 66
KURILE
ISLANDS
EVENT
1 2 : 4 0 : 0 0T 0 . . 1 3 : 4 0 : 0 0

CONVENTIONAL

HIGH RESOLUTION

N

E

21 NOV 66
KURILE
ISLANDS
EVENT

Fig. 6. The long-period waveforms for 21 November 1966
Kurile Islands event.
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0 . 0 4 Hz

FREOUENCY
( b)

eters are given in Table 11. TIE LPZ Rayleighsurface waves
of this event are shown in Fig. 6. The results obtained by
measuring the frequency-wavenumber spectrum over the
as indicated in
entire LPZRayleighsurface-wavetrain,
Table I, are given in Fig. 7 for frequencies of 0.03, 0.04,
0.05 Hz. It is known that the beating, or modulation,of the
envelope of these surface waves, as shown in Fig. 6, iscaused
by multiple path propagation, especially at shorterperiods,
cf.[6]-[8].
Thismultipathpropagation
effectis shown
quite clearly at 0.04 Hz where twopeaks areresolvable. One
peak is at an azimuth corresponding to
the initial wave
arriving along the great circle path between LASA and the
Kurile Islands, while the other peak shows the later multipath arrival propagating from the northwest.
In order to determine the time-delay between the multipath arrivals at LASA, for the 25-second period group, the
frequency-wavenumber spectrum was measured over successive 200-second-longblocks of time, as indicated in
Table I. Theresults are given in Fig. 8, which, for simplicity,
shows only the high-resolution results. Fig. 8(a) shows that
the initial 25-second period group arrives from approximately the azimuth of the event, while Figs. 8(bHd) show
the later arrivals coming from a more northerly direction.
The time delay between the multipath arrivals appears to
be about 200 seconds, since the emergence of a secondary
peak to the north is visible in Fig. 8(b). The group velocity
for these waves at the 25-second period is about 3.3 km/s so
that a path length difference of about 660 km or 6 degrees

21NOV 66
KURILE
ISLANDS
EVENT
1 2 : 4 0 : 0 0 TO 1 3 : 4 0 ' 0 0

HIGH RESOLUTION

CONVENTIONAL
N

N

E

W

E

0

S
W A V E W B E R Icpkslkm)

0 045

S

WAVENUMBER ~ ~ h r l t r n l

FREPUENCY

= 0.05 Hz

(C)

2 1 NOV 66
KURILEISLANDSEVENT
12:40:00 TO 1 3 : 4 0 : 0 0

Fig. 7 . Conventional and high-resolution frequency-wavenumber spectra
for 21 November 1966 KurileIslandsevent: 12:40:00 to 13:40:00.
(a)Frequency=0.03Hz.
(b) Frequency=0.04Hz. ( c ) Frequency
=0.05 Hz.

exists between the two multipath arrivals. Similar results
have been obtained by Evernden by measuring phase velocities with a tripartite array
[7], [8]. In addition, Evernden
gives a theory to explain the causes of the multipath propagation of Rayleigh surface waves.
We now discuss the application of our results to SPnoise.
The transfer function of the SP system is shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 8. Conventional and high-resolution frequency-wavenumber spectra
for successive 200 second intervals of 21 November 1966 Kurile
Islands event. Frequency = 0.04 Hz. Wavenumber (cycles,'km) (a)
12:51:00to12:54:20.
(b) 12:54:20to12:57:40(c)12:57:40
to
13:01:00(d) 13:01:00to 13:04:20.
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Fig. 10. Conventional and high-resolution frequency-wavenumber spectra for 1 February 1967 short-period noise sample: 08:03:00 to
08:09:00. (a) Frequency=O.2 Hz. (b) Frequency=0.6 Hz. ( c ) Frequency = 1 .O Hz.

is about 13.5 km/s and a low velocity surface wave whose
The results of both the conventional and high-resolution
phase velocity is about 3.5 kmjs. At frequencies of0.6 Hz
SP
frequency-wavenumberspectrummeasurementsfor
and 1.0 Hz the SP noise consists primarily of body waves.
noise are shown in Fig. 10 for a noise sampletaken on
1 February 1967. The array ofSP seismometers used in this
CONCLUSIONS
measurement is shown in Fig. 11 and the beam pattern for
Theestimation of thefrequency-wavenumberpower
.this array is shown in Fig. 12. The results of Fig. 10 show
that at 0.2 Hz the SP noise consists of two components, a spectral densityis of considerable importancein the analyhigh-velocity body wave whose horizontal phase velocity sis of propagating waves by an array of sensors. The conAuthorized licensed use limited to: WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES. Downloaded on June 22,2010 at 13:34:08 UTC from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.
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A subarray of short-period sensors.
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of short-

ventional method of estimation employs a fixed wavenumber window, and, as a consequence, the
wavenumber resolution is determined essentially by the natural beam pattern
of the arrayof sensors. The high-resolution method
of estimation employs a wavenumber window whose shape, and
thus sidelobe structure, changes and is a function of the
wavenumber at which an estimate is obtained. In addition,

1969

this change in wavenumber window shape is performed in.
an optimum manner, as pointed
out previously. As a consequence, it has been shown that the wavenumber resolution
of this method is determined primarily by the amount of
incoherent noise which is present in the array of sensors,
and, to a lesser extent, by the natural beam pattern of the
array.
The experimental results show a considerable improvement of wavenumberresolution of thehigh-resolution
method relative to the conventional method. In thecase of
LPZ seismic noise there was an improvement of about a
factor of four, cf. Fig. 3. Thus, the high-resolution method
is extremely useful fortheestimation of thefrequencywavenumber spectrum when the incoherent noise power is
relatively small compared to the power of the propagating
waves.
The high-resolution method would, of course, be useful
in applications other than seismic arrays. We now mention
briefly the application of the method to radio astronomy.
It is now possible to synchronize the outputs recorded at
several radioastronomy telescopes [9]. Thus, these telescopes can be considered as sensors in an array, (cf. [9,
Fig. 11). If the incoherent noise power in each telescope is
sufficiently small, i.e., the radio signals from distant stars
recorded by the telescopes should be coherent and. there
should be relatively littleincoherentbackground
noise
power, then the high-resolution method is directly applicable for the purpose of using this array of telescopes to
map the sources of radio energy.
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